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Problem/Solution Overview

Problem: 
● People often don’t know where 

and what to eat
● Finding what to eat can be... 

time-consuming,  annoying and 
inconvenient

● We wish to bring better dining 
and food ordering experience to 
people as eating is an important 
activity in our everyday life

Solution: 
● susuEat makes it easier and 

faster for users to choose 
lunch! 

● With menu sorting, avg waiting 
time calculation and friends’ 
current location/instant 
catch-up over lunch, users can 
find food according to their 
preferences efficiently



“ Value Proposition

“susuEat, suit for eat”



Three Tasks

Simple

Find the 
restaurant 

depends on your 
personal 

preferences

Medium

Schedule an 
instant catch-up 
over lunch with 

friends 

Complex

Know the 
average waiting 

time of each 
restaurant



Concept Video Storyboard



Video Storyboard_scene1

1.1 : It’s lunch time, stuA&B  are thinking about what to eat for lunch

1.2 : StuA opens the susuEat app while StuB opens the google map)

1.3 : StuA has his decision made and heads to the restaurant instantly 

1.4 : StuA gets his food and goes back the lab 

1.5 : It’s almost dinner time, stuB is still considering what to eat for lunch

1.6: “
” 



Video Storyboard_scene2

3.1 : It’s lunch time, the stuA&B walk on the street, but suddenly they both receive an emergency meeting notice 

from the professor!!! 

3.2 : StuA opens susuEat to check which restaurant is less crowded, while StuB run away instantly trying to get lunch ASAP 

3.3 : StuA successfully gets the meal in a short period of time while StuB is still in the queue

3.4 : StuB runs back to the meeting room but it’s too late.. The professor is a bit angry 😤

3.5 : “ ”



Video Storyboard_scene3

2.1 : It’s lunch time, stuA wishes to eat lunch with a friend but doesn’t know who to eat with and where to eat 

2.2 : He opens the susuEat app, the map shows that a friend is having lunch in a restaurant nearby

2.3 : He arrives at the restaurant based on his friends’ location

2.4 : He also meets other new people in the restaurant that is his friend’s friends. Suddenly, he meets a girl that he 

likes and falls in love at the first sight 😍 

2.5 : “ ” 



video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uB9XCCMrrAI


Q&A


